Novel metal ion-mediated complex imprinted membrane for selective recognition and direct determination of naproxen in pharmaceuticals by solid surface fluorescence.
A novel metal ion-mediated complex imprinted membrane (CIM) was prepared by immobilization of complex imprinted polymer (CIP) onto a polypropylene membrane. CIP was introduced as a novel imprinted material using a "complex template" constructed with Cu (II) ion and naproxen that could improve the selective recognition and enrichment properties of the membrane in water medium based on the coordination interaction rather than hydrogen bonding interactions, which could make CIP a promising material to mimic biological recognition process. A simple, sensitive and selective solid surface fluorescence method was proposed for the determination of naproxen in pharmaceuticals sample, using the CIM as the recognition material. Under the optimum conditions, the CIM exhibited large adsorption capacity and high selectivity to naproxen. A good linearity was obtained in the range of 0.50-20 mg/L with an estimated detection limit of 0.11 mg/L. Finally, the proposed method was applied to the analysis of naproxen in pharmaceuticals without complicated pretreatment. The recoveries were 85.0% and 89.1% and the RSDs were 9.2% and 12.0%. The results were consistent with that obtained by high performance liquid chromatography. CIM integrated extraction, concentration, and detection into one-step, which could make the analytical procedure more efficient.